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Executive summary
The Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau (SCC&TB) takes great pride in our role
as the official Destination Marketing Organization (DMO) leading the worldwide efforts of
branding and marketing the greater Sedona area as a tourism and small meetings destination.
The SCC&TB is also charged with ensuring the economic vibrancy of Sedona and therefore
positions Sedona as a premiere destination to live, work, play and start a business.
As a non-profit agency, we differ from other agencies by generating revenue for other public
agencies and the destination as a whole. The SCC&TB operates distinctive business units,
including the Sedona Chamber of Commerce, the Tourism Bureau and the Film Office, and
owns the Sedona Marathon Event.
In Fiscal Year 2016 (July 2015 – June 2016), our destination services mission was to implement
a dynamic brand strategy for Sedona. An elevated brand was created with award-winning
photographic and video assets. A new brand standard was established with a correlating
published guide that was utilized for all creative development. Sedona was represented
overall in a sophisticated way that mirrored its depth, majesty and extraordinary scenic
beauty.
In 2015, Sedona experienced record visitation, hosting 2.8 million visitors throughout the
year. Many of these visitors stayed for multiple days, and when these overnight stays are
taken into consideration, there were 4.7 million visitor days attracted to the area. This
represents a 6.1% increase from 2014 and a 10% increase from 2012.
In Fiscal Year 2017, (July 2016 – June 2017), the SCC&TB will:
• Continue to market Sedona only during need seasons (summer and winter).
• Focus on quality over quantity, by promoting Sedona to new markets (Tucson – who
will be inclined to overnight) and targeted demographics (higher income households).
• Increase sales efforts to bring in mid-week and need-season business.
• Integrate our brand across SCC&TB departments to increase cohesion of the brand,
and to increase connection with all target audiences.
The result will be a deeper, stronger brand; generation of local pride; and, maintenance of the
economic tourism base that was established in 2015.
Most importantly, we are now refining the destination management strategy. We’ve seen
tremendous success over the past two years, but has there been a cost to this success? By
allocating nearly 20% of our public funds to tourism product development, we will be poised
to reach the critical balance of maintaining the economic vibrancy of our core industry
(through marketing/communications/sales) while mitigating this same industry’s impacts on
our community (through product development).
This plan details the Destination Services strategies for the next fiscal year (FY-17), and
provides a springboard to prosperity for years to come.
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The Sedona chamber of commerce & tourism bureau
The SCC&TB is a public/private partnership between businesses and organizations that
wish to directly benefit from the products and services available to partners. The City
of Sedona and the Sedona lodging industry are critical funding partners. Based on city
ordinance implemented in January 2014, 55% of the bed tax (3.5%) collected shall be
allocated to the contracted destination marketing organization.
The SCC&TB’s mission centers on creating and maintaining economic vibrancy through
business retention, attraction and diversification while attracting leisure and business
visitors to fill nearly 4,000 rooms that exist in the Sedona area (including timeshares).
The SCC&TB acts as a catalyst in the development of tourism promotional programs
designed to increase positive awareness of Sedona, increase the number of visitors
who overnight, increase their average length of stay, and increase their retail
spending, thereby increasing tourism revenues.
In addition, the SCC&TB plays an important role in advocacy, business retention and
business development. The programs offered by the SCC&TB focus on the needs of
our nearly 1,000 partners, and range from local, statewide and regional advocacy,
business exposure and education.

VISION
Sedona, with its legendary red rock beauty, is a world-class, year-round destination
providing inspiring arts and culture, exhilarating outdoor adventure and wellness in a
friendly environment.

MISSION
To enhance the economic vitality of Sedona and to attract visitors by promoting Sedona
as the world’s most desirable destination for residents, businesses and travelers.

CORE VALUES
•
•
•

Professionalism
Accountability
Community-minded

• Partnership-oriented
• Innovation
• Dedication

•
•

Effectiveness
Exceptional customer service

STAKEHOLDER PROMISE
We promise to provide our stakeholders opportunities to build and grow their business.

VISITOR PROMISE
We commit to providing memorable visitor experiences.

BRAND PROMISE
Sedona will change you.
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destination management
Destination Marketing Organizations (DMOs) today are involved in more than just
destination marketing, sales and communications. Destination management involves
coordinated and integrated management of the destination mix (attractions and
events, facilities, transportation, infrastructure, and hospitality resources).
Destination management is the new era for DMOs in which they perform a more
holistic set of roles in all parts of tourism in the destination. They are not merely
“promotion or sales agencies” but leaders and coordinators in every aspect of tourism.
Effective destination management requires a long-term approach based upon a
platform of destination visioning and tourism planning. The planning should be
guided towards goals, objectives, and specific projects that promote the sustainability
of tourism.

sustainable destination assessment & action planning

Setting tourism as a priority sector for strategic and sustainable economic growth, the
SCC&TB alongside federal and state land managers, are supporting sustainable
development and management of the Sedona tourism destination. The SCC&TB is
now taking initial steps towards a systematic approach to destination sustainability in
Sedona through participation in the Global Sustainable Tourism Council’s (GSTC)
Destinations Program.
The GSTC is the world’s leading industry standard setting body for sustainability in
tourism and is sponsored by the United Nations World Tourism Organization. Through
this program, Sedona will undergo an assessment that will inform current
sustainability risks and recommendations for improvement to align policy and practice
with the GSTC Criteria for Destinations. After this assessment, Sedona will be one of
only two destinations in the country that will have reached this high standard.
“Sustainability” is a journey, not a destination in itself, and the work to implement the
GSTC Criteria will never be complete. Sustainable destination management will
require continuing commitment and ongoing collaboration among wide-ranging
stakeholders in everyday decision-making. Everyone in Sedona must work together to
sustain tourism resources and quality of life for local residents.
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Top Travel Trends
The goal of any destination in today’s climate should be to focus on differentiating
themselves by adapting to the most popular trends in travel in order to provide
vacationers with exactly what they want.

More multigenerational travel
Three generations traveling together isn’t new, but it’s becoming far more common
than ever before. “We’ve seen a 20% jump in the last year in requests for
multigenerational vacations,” says Nigel Osborne, Vice President of Sales and Business
Development for the luxury European specialist Key Tours Vacations. Hotels,
particularly in Europe, are revamping their properties to create multi-room suites to
compete with apartment and home rentals for these larger groups. Frommers.com

Wellness travel remains TOP TREND
Wellness travel is growing 50% faster than regular travel, according to a recent survey
performed by the Global Wellness Summit. And while wellness tourism was
previously defined as travel for the purpose of promoting health and well-being
through physical, spiritual or psychological activities, the paths to “wellness” are
becoming much broader. SpaFinders’ State of Wellness Travel Report indicated that
Gen Xers (over Baby Boomers) are more interested in having a full range of wellness
components to choose from such as: outdoor adventure programs, environmentallyfriendly properties, and properties that “do good” for the local community or have
voluntourism programs. USTA.org

“experiential” over “sightseeing-based” travel
Many in the travel industry feel that travelers are gravitating to trips that revolve
around interpersonal exchanges, and less about checking famous sights off a bucket
list. Paul Kao, CEO of Tripverse.com says “People appreciate and prefer experiential
travel, by which I mean having a unique experience rather than just going to the
landmarks, experiencing a destination like a local, or seeking a secondary city as a
destination.” Frommers.com

national parks highlighted
2016 marks the 100th anniversary of the National Park Service, and there are plenty of
commemorations planned at the 407 national parks leading up to the August 25
birthday. In 2015, the Park Service launched “Find Your Park”, a public awareness and
education campaign to celebrate the centennial. USAToday.com

Spending more because “it’s worth it”
1 in 3 travelers are planning to spend more in 2016 than they did in 2015. Among
those who plan to increase their travel budget, 49% said they will do so “because I or
my family deserve it.” 31% said they would spend more on travel because it’s
important for their health and well-being. TripAdvisor.com
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National outlook for travel & tourism
Travel trends, usta
The U.S. Travel Industry Association (USTA) has reason to be optimistic about the
current and coming year. Growth in the travel sector of the U.S. economy remained
positive, despite the impact on meetings business due to increasing leisure demand,
according to the latest Travel Trends Index. U.S. Travel Association Senior Vice
President for Research David Huether said "Domestic leisure travel is likely to buoy
summer travel expenditures, and keep overall travel growth in positive territory for
the next six months."
Meanwhile, international inbound travel trailed the domestic market for the eighth
straight month in February, due to the strong dollar's suppressive effect on foreign
buying power. The weight of the dollar will likely cause international inbound travel
growth to hover around 1 percent into the second quarter of 2016.

Leisure travel
Oxford Economics study of international and domestic travel found that TripAdvisor’s
breadth of content, trusted consumer reviews and booking features not only
influenced travel decisions but also generated incremental travel. The Global
Economic Contribution of TripAdvisor report revealed that in the U.S. alone,
TripAdvisor influenced $85.7 billion in travel spending in 2014—an amount equal to
two-thirds of all U.S. automotive exports that year—and is directly responsible for
generating $20.5 billion in travel spending. The study claimed that in the U.S.,
TripAdvisor content influenced 17 percent of inbound trips and almost 6 percent of all
domestic travel in 2014.
In addition, TripAdvisor generated an increased number and length of trips. In 2014,
TripAdvisor generated an additional 8.4 million trips and an additional 64.2 million
tourism nights in the U.S.—trips that would not otherwise have taken place.

Lodging industry
Moderate hotel supply growth is
expected through 2016 which could
keep the hotel industry’s key
performance indicators in check,
according to a report from
GlobeSt.com. The report forecasts
1.6 percent supply growth which
could translate to slower revenue
growth. “Following several years of
rising occupancy, new supply will
finally accelerate sufficiently to
balance demand,” according to the report.
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IMPACT OF SEDONA TOURISM
Today, much of the Verde Valley economy is heavily dependent on the hotel, tourism
and small meetings industry. The area’s economic vitality depends upon a robust
volume of visitation and quality visitors to the region. Because of the importance
tourism plays in the overall economic health of the region, the SCC&TB provides a vital
public service. Tourism is the primary economic generator in Sedona. In fact:

* BRC Sedona Visitor Survey 2015
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Destination SERVICEs & Future Tourism
Positioning Sedona as a premiere destination is a balancing act, distinguished by builtin opportunities, challenges and the constant need for innovation. At the SCC&TB, we
have a track record of working with our industry partners to build upon past
successes, while simultaneously embracing change.
We seek to ensure that the sales and marketing platform strikes the right balance
between communications that engage, inspire and educate. We will continue to strive
for breakthrough communications, and utilize all available resources to enhance and
energize messages about Sedona especially through video and images.
With our future in mind, we will strategically balance between maintaining Sedona’s
brand awareness which has taken years to build, while also developing the products
that will assist in mitigating tourism impacts on our community.

Marketing, sales and public relations efforts are at the core of the SCC&TB’s mission of
“enhancing the economic vitality of Sedona and attracting visitors by promoting
Sedona as the world’s most desirable destination for residents, businesses and
travelers.” Strengthening the brand through integrated strategies that utilize our
larger “connect” theme will be a priority in the coming year.
This “connect” theme will spread across all functions of the Tourism Bureau…and it
won’t stop there. Our aim is to connect with partners, stakeholders, meeting
planners, tour operators, the media, visitors, elected officials and residents. By
creating a connection, we will build credibility, trust and confidence.
MARKETING PLAN FY-17 10

Long-term goals
DESTINATION SERVICES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increase economic impact of tourism thus improving overall revenue to the
City of Sedona.
Position Sedona as a premiere tourism destination for leisure and group
business.
Ensure long-term tourism sustainability.
Actively engage in product development efforts to link, enhance and create
amenities that enrich the tourism experience and contribute to quality of life
for residents.
Maintain trained, engaged and vibrant volunteer core.
Provide excellent customer service that exceeds visitor and client expectations.

Short-term goals FY-17
DESTINATION SERVICES
Marketing and Public Relations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Increase visitor spending in Sedona with a focus on mid-week, off-peak
seasons.
Reinforce Sedona’s Unique Selling Propositions: Arts/Culture, Wellness,
and Outdoor Adventure.
Embrace brand campaign and develop integrated ways to bring the brand
to life.
Utilize audience and industry research to inform decision-making.
Continue to investigate new and emerging markets and strategies.
Increase efforts to further the Tourism Product Development Program.

Group/Meeting and Travel Trade Industry Sales
1.
2.

Position Sedona as the premiere destination for small meetings in Arizona.
Position Sedona as one of the world’s top leisure destinations for national
and international travelers through travel trade tour programs.

Visitor Services
1.
2.

Provide the highest level of customer service at Visitor Center and Call
Center.
Incorporate brand philosophy at the Visitor Center.
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Performance standards fy-17
DESTINATION SERVICES
Marketing
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate no less than a total of 90,000 inquiries from targeted customers in domestic
and international markets.
Generate a minimum of 1,200,000 unique visitors to VisitSedona.com.
Generate 60 million overall paid impressions for Sedona.
Generate $250,000 in partnership cooperative revenue.
Reach 1,000,000 views on Sedona destination videos.

Public Relations
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate 2,000 travel articles about Sedona.
Reach a minimum of 200 million impressions through editorial placement and social
media.
Generate publicity with an equivalent advertising value of at least $10 million.
Assist 500 media professionals.
Grow overall social media fan base by 15%.

Group/Meeting Sales
1.
2.
3.
4.

Generate 20,000 room night opportunities from group sales Request for Proposals
resulting in a potential economic impact of $3.5 million with a sales tax opportunity of
$250,000.
Conduct customized Familiarization (FAM) tours for 30 pre-qualified meeting
planners.
Identify and meet with a minimum of 300 professional meeting planners with a
demonstrated propensity for mid-week/off-season business.
Generate 10,000 page views for Meetings and Sales web pages on VisitSedona.com.

Travel Trade Industry Sales
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate 50 domestic and international hotel leads and service request leads.
Produce 850 service request referrals for Sedona tourism partners.
Conduct 20 customized Familiarization (FAM) tours for pre-qualified national and
international travel trade industry professionals.
Identify and meet with a minimum of 350 travel trade industry professionals at
tradeshows and sales missions to position Sedona as a premiere leisure destination.
Generate 6,000 page views for Travel Trade web pages on VisitSedona.com.

Visitor Services
1.
2.
3.
4.

Manage the Uptown Visitor Center seven days a week, 59.5 hours per week (excluding
two holidays) with professional staff and trained volunteers.
Manage and assist 300,000 walk-in visitors.
Manage and assist 7,500 visitor inquiries via phone and email.
Produce and distribute 250,000 Experience Sedona Visitor Guides.
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MARKETING PLAN DEVELOPMENT
The SCC&TB goes through a very extensive development process as it relates to our
annual marketing and strategic planning process.
1.

Review immediate and past programs and results – what worked, what didn’t,
and what was the cost effectiveness as it relates to measurement goals and
outcomes.

2.

Evaluate overall marketing trends and marketing trends specific in the travel
and tourism industry. We meet and speak with peers from other DMOs and
marketing vendors and learn best practices.

3.

Meet with affinity groups who represent Sedona’s leading tourism sectors to
see how they’re promoting themselves, what they view as opportunities, and
what they see as areas for improvement. We brainstorm ways to work
together and promote Sedona in a way that’s relevant.

4.

Analyze travel industry research including but not limited to Smith Travel
Reports (STR), Sedona Visitor Surveys, AOT research, statewide research and
trend reports, PRIZM studies and the Long Range Tourism Development Plan.

5.

Meet with representatives from the Arizona Office of Tourism and other
Arizona DMOs to investigate partnership opportunities.

6.

The plan development moves on to the Situation Analysis, which looks at the
definition of our tourism product; a SWOT analysis which requires us to
identify our Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats; and, critical
factors for success as it relates to Sedona tourism.

7.

With the long range goals in mind (from the SCC&TB’s long range strategic
plan), we assess and refine our annual goals. We also define the Performance
Standards which assist us in gauging our progress throughout the year.

8.

The plan continues with an analysis and definition of our Brand Strategy, and
moves onto identifying our target audience demographics and psychographics.

9.

We then develop strategies and specific tactics of execution that will help us
reach our goals.
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research
Cutting-edge research programs enable Sedona to remain ahead of current and future
market conditions. Through surveys of stakeholders, travel consumers, and visitor
intercepts to Sedona and the region, the SCC&TB will continue to monitor various
trends and changes in Yavapai and Coconino Counties and within the state travel
industry. These findings are then integrated with resources and form the basis of a
strategic roadmap that guides all of our communications efforts.
One of the primary aims of the research initiative is to become familiar with the
mindset of tomorrow’s business owner and traveler. Understanding the business and
travel environment is important, but having a deeper and richer grasp of stakeholder
and community desires for product and quality of life – as well as consumers both
Leisure and Business – is critical to retaining a strong economic balance, and
maintaining current visitors while managing visitor growth. A priority of the research
initiative will be to stay abreast of stakeholder, resident and consumer perceptions,
attitudes and behaviors regarding the Sedona brand.
Studies:
1. Smith Travel Research – Monthly hospitality trend reports
2. Smith Travel Research – Annual hospitality daily trend reports
3. Sedona Visitor Survey - Monthly online surveys; bi-annual reports
4. Conversion & ROI Study – Visitor guide conversion study
5. Sedona Visitor Intercept Survey
6. PRIZM Database Analysis
7. Travel Pro Tour Tracker– Annual Tour and Travel Product Inventory
8. RKMA Travel & Tourism Market Research
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SITUATION ANALYSIS
TOURISM PRODUCT
Sedona’s overarching “reason to visit” is its stunning scenic beauty, which draws travelers
from around the world. Additional attractions fall under the following three Unique
Selling Propositions (USPs):
ARTS & CULTURE
• City’s vision is to be a City Animated by The Arts
• Galleries: 80+ galleries and shops
• Artistic Community: resident and visiting artists
• Events: large variety of weekly, monthly and ongoing annual events
• Culinary: variety of dining options and unique regional fare
• Area wineries: wine tastings and tours
• Native American culture and heritage
• Live entertainment
• Performing arts
• Film and Western history
• Art in Public Places
• Nearby heritage sites and national monuments
WELLNESS
• Volume of quality resorts, spas and luxury offerings
• Metaphysical & Spiritual: world-renowned offerings including products, services,
treatments and education
• Personal Enrichment: exploration and education
• Yoga classes
• Meditation retreats
• Eco-Tourism
• Vortexes
• A feeling of connectedness
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
• Hiking: a system of more than 200 miles of accessible, interconnecting trails
• Biking: 200 miles of single track available; Sedona and surrounding areas are very
bicycle-friendly for road bikes
• Air Tours: hot air balloons, helicopters
• Land Activities: Jeep, ATV, Segway, Hummer, OHVs
• Water: river tours, fishing, swimming
• Golf: public courses
• Birding: opportunity to deepen engagement
• State Parks and nearby National Parks
• Scenic drives: Oak Creek Canyon, Red Rock Scenic Byway, Dry Creek Scenic Road
• Stargazing
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S.w.o.t. analysis
STRENGTHS
•

Renowned haven for outdoor adventure lovers

•

Recognition as an art destination

•

Recognition as health, wellness, alternative medicine destination

•

Diversity (geographic, businesses)

•

Great weather, four mild seasons

•

Red rocks, scenery, photo opportunities

•

Sedona name recognition

•

Location (geographic proximity)

•

Friendly community

•

Small town feel

•

Knowledgeable staff and volunteers at the Visitor Center

•

Above average lodging performance (occupancy and ADRs) and growth

•

Increased market share of Northern Arizona overnight visitation

•

Strong attraction of older, high income visitors

•

High level of repeat visitation to destination – 70%

•

Strong SCC&TB generation of private sector revenues for tourism-related
purposes

•

Very strong visitor center connection – almost 300,000 visitors serviced annually

•

Significant additional commitment from City to build/expand visitor industry

•

Variety of tourism products

•

Love for the destination by residents and visitors (“Red Rock Fever”)
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S.w.o.t. analysis
WEAKNESSES
•

High labor demand with limited workforce supply

•

Airport access and proximity

•

Public transportation (including access to USFS trailheads)

•

Relationship with USFS – recreational use versus land stewardship

•

Limited regional integration of products and experiences

•

City bed tax rate at upper end of competitive destinations

•

Limited locations and parking for motor coach and commercial tour groups that
are allowed to visit

•

Distinct high/low seasons for year-round tour series to book Sedona

•

Limited knowledge of travel distribution system by local businesses

•

Viewed by travel industry professionals as “too expensive”, “no room
availability” or “too many regulations to bring visitors”

•

Limited air services in and out of Flagstaff

•

Minimal meeting space

•

Tax discrepancy with lodging outside of city limits and timeshares

•

High cost of living due to home prices
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S.w.o.t. analysis
OPPORTUNITIES
•

Expand range of events, focusing on those that can be enhanced or have
extended duration

•

Development of a festival/event venue

•

Capitalize on Phoenix convention market – pre/post event connection and
meeting planners in Phoenix

•

Exchange rates / world economy

•

Population growth in Southwest / AZ

•

Sustainable tourism and connection to Sedona

•

Sedona’s product correlation with National/International trends in travel

•

Expanded range of public transportation

•

Deepen attraction of meetings niche segments

•

Product development into areas of tourism – wellness, culinary, medical tourism

•

Create or establish visitor/motorcoach-friendly parking areas

•

Expanding visitor origin markets into emerging markets

•

Maintenance of trails and trail amenities

•

Multi-modal/walkability

•

Enhanced parking availability

•

Legislative changes to short-term rentals
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S.w.o.t. analysis
THREATS
•

Reductions in state/AOT funding, limiting international representation in mature
markets

•

Traffic congestion negatively impacting visitor/resident experience

•

Competition from other destinations – significant expansion in their destination
marketing budgets

•

Arizona destinations positioning Sedona as a day trip destination

•

Immigration reform – negative perceptions directed to Arizona

•

Traffic, ADOT road changes (i.e. – closing of 89A)

•

Internet: Managing user-generated content

•

USFS: Permitting process and minimal commercial permits

•

USFS: Potential closures of recreational sites due to fire/flooding

•

Perceptions to the U.S. and Arizona as a destination by foreign markets

•

Air Services (cancelations/changes) to gateway cities

•

Legislative changes to short-term rentals

Critical factors for success
1.

Branding: Implement a cohesive and integrated brand strategy for Sedona.

2.

Product Development: Implement a plan that investigates products that help
drive business to Sedona in off-peak seasons and mid-week, and that mitigate
the negative impacts of tourism.

3.

Partnering: Continue to identify and develop local, regional and statewide
partnerships.

4.

Competition: Remain relevant and competitive in the tourism marketplace.

5.

Consensus Building: Work with stakeholders to inform community about value
of tourism.
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Tourism Product development
Tourism product development has become a stronger focus for the SCC&TB over
recent years. The shift towards product development has allowed us to move from
asking the traditional question of: This is our product. How do we sell it? To asking a
more strategic question: This is our target customer. What product do they want? As
we’re finishing a successful year of Sedona tourism, we find that there is an even
greater need now for product solutions to mitigate the impacts on our community.
Therefore, in FY-17 we will allocate nearly 20% of our contracted public funds solely to
product development.
The Sedona Tourism Product Development Committee (TPDC) will continue to
investigate a range of potential initiatives that could help enhance and expand the
destination’s appeal. They can be categorized into one of three broad approaches:
Create: This is typically the first area that destinations look to when thinking of
proactive product development and can be very powerful. Whether new attractions,
museums, central convening areas or compelling events, these efforts can introduce a
whole new experience for the destination. The challenge with the create approach is
that it can be quite expensive.
Link: In many instances this is an area that holds the greatest potential as it focuses
on existing products and typically requires limited resources to implement. Too often
existing products operate in silos, not linking and integrating experiences that could
resonate with visitors. Concepts that could build greater integration among heritage,
outdoor recreation, culinary and other powerful segments will likely evolve.
Enhance: When destinations think about product development, they often overlook
existing products that could play a greater role but have been allowed to lose much of
their appeal through lack of reinvention and enhancements to speak to today’s
visitors. Whether art experiences, the Western Gateway or active outdoor
experiences, this area would look to ways to enhance existing products to be
synergistic with target Sedona customer segments.
The TPDC will consider Sedona’s current product mix, as well as future targeted
customer segments, and consider how these Create, Link and Enhance approaches
could be utilized within Sedona and the broader region.
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Interest in Tourism Product Development continues to grow, and subsequently, new
initiatives must be able to address each of the following four pillars of criteria in order
to be executed upon:

Secondarily, initiatives must be able to address our current Focus Areas of
Arts/Culture, Transportation and Wellness. Wellness is the latest Focus Area; it is a
natural part of our brand and will be an area of further exploration in FY-17.
Transportation will continue to be a major priority, and significant funds will be set
aside to address the outcomes of the Transportation Master Plan.
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In the coming year, the TPDC will continue to review, evaluate and potentially assist
prospective product concepts being pursued by other development entities. The
committee will seek to collaborate further with the City of Sedona as an initiating
point for future product development and work to help complement the Community
Plan.
Following are the product development initiatives that are currently in-the-works and
that will continue into FY-17 as long-range programs. The TPDC typically assists new
product development in one of four ways:
1. Development - They serve as the lead developer of the program.
2. Advocacy - They can be a voice of advocacy for projects that address the
committee’s mission and pillars, speaking with Sedona political and business
leaders, as well as area residents. Often this type of support can be critical in
moving a project forward.
3. Technical Assistance - Technical assistance (may or may not be funded) can be
provided for products looking to more extensively evaluate market or financial
feasibility, or to better evaluate potential alignments with other products and
services already positioned in Sedona. Technical expertise is provided by the
members of the committee.
4. Funding Assistance - Projects could receive funding assistance through the TPDC.
Current and Evolving Product Development Initiatives

Global Sustainability Tourism Assessment

Developer

Advocacy

X

X

X

X

X
X

USFS Trail Funding: Community Trail Renovation and
Enhancement

Technical Assistance Funding Allocated

USFS Trail Funding: Adopt A Trail Program

X

X

USFS Trail Funding: Hiking Book

X

X

X

X

Secret Seven

X

X

X

X

Sedona Verde Valley Geotourism

X

X

X

X

Restaurant Week Events

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

Holiday Central Sedona / Winter Wanderland
Campaign
Sedona Performing Arts Center: Assessment of
venue/equipment & establishment of SPAC
Public Art Map & Web App

X

Transportation Master Plan & Solutions
Walk Sedona Program

X

X

X

Bike Share Feasibility Program

X

X

X

X

X

Community Focus Areas
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TOP Tourism Product programs
Global sustainability tourism assessment

The Global Sustainable Tourism Council will conduct a Destination Sustainability
Assessment for Sedona.
The GSTC is the world’s leading industry standard setting body for sustainability in
tourism. The GSTC is sponsored by the United Nations World Tourism Organization.
Central to the GSTC’s work are the two current sets of GSTC Criteria—the global
standards for (1) sustainability of destinations (GSTC Criteria for Destinations) and (2)
sustainability of tourism businesses (GSTC Criteria for Hotels & Tour Operators). These
global standards are the world’s authoritative guiding principles and minimum
requirements that any tourism business or destination should aspire to reach in order
to protect and sustain the world’s natural and cultural resources, while ensuring that
tourism meets its potential as a tool for conservation and economic development.
The GSTC Destination Sustainability Assessment is an opportunity for destination
managers to learn their current sustainability status according to the leading
international standard, the GSTC Criteria for Destinations. The proposed GSTC
Assessment involves 5 days in the destination, including site visits, detailed analysis of
the destination's documented policies, and intensive liaison with destination
managers and engagement with the widest practicable range of cross-sector
stakeholders responsible for governance and implementation in the areas covered by
the GSTC Criteria. An experienced GSTC destination expert guides destination
managers through the GSTC Destination Criteria and Indicators, identifying
sustainability risks in current destination management, economic, cultural, and
environmental policies and practice, and highlighting opportunities for improvement.
This project will commence in summer 2016.
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Usfs trail funding: community trail renovation & enhancement:
Chimney Rock, Thunder Mountain, Andante and Sugar Loaf
community trails
The citizens and government officials of Sedona have a unique responsibility and
opportunity to help protect our highly popular community trail system. Most Sedona
businesses cater to, and receive a significant portion of their revenue from the visitor
population. There is no question that the red rocks’ recreational opportunities are a
main attraction for our “guests” and residents. It is estimated that 61% of the 2.84
million forest visitors in FY 2015 used the area trails during their visit. In a recent
survey, Sedona residents rated trails as the number one recreation asset for the City.
Indeed, our magnificent trails are one of the main reasons people have chosen to live
here.
Unfortunately, our trails suffer from degradation and decline due to natural processes
and human use. This lowers the quality of recreation, and contributes to negative
impacts on water quality and wildlife habitat.
The federal budget allocation for the Red Rock Ranger District (RRRD) of the Coconino
National Forest is woefully inadequate to maintain current trails and develop new
ones - and is declining.
Project Description
The USFS has identified the trail system in the Little Elf and Chimney Rock area as a
high priority for trail renovation and reconstruction. This area, within the city limits,
includes some of the original Sedona trails built more than two decades ago. Soils are
sandy and erosive and years of high use have taken a toll. Sustainable reroutes,
increased drainage structures, and enhanced signage are sorely needed. The project
will renovate the trails to improve the quality for residents and to ensure visitors using
the trails will not get lost.
A favorite “neighborhood” trail system with many convenient access points, it is
seeing increased visitation from non-locals. Many sections of these trails have
suffered from less than adequate construction procedures when originally built.
Drainage areas are either non-existent at worst or sub-par at best. Considerable work
by trained personnel is needed to bring this trail system up to current standards that
will significantly improve the user experience and help resist further degradation.
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Usfs trail funding: adopt a trail program
Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau will develop an
"Adopt a Trail" program that will create a public / private
partnership to assist in sustaining and maintaining existing trails
and to assist in the development of new trails in the USFS Red
Rock Ranger District.

p
r
o
g
ram will be managed by the Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau, in
partnership with the USFS, and private sector funds will be matched from Product
Development funding.

The program will allow the private sector to sponsor a trail and financially commit
$1,000 per year with a 5-year commitment per sponsor. The Sedona Chamber of
Commerce & Tourism Bureau will match private sector investment (up to $25,000 per
year). The goal of this program will be to generate 25 private sponsors at $1,000 each
for a total private sector investment of $25,000/year, plus a match from the Sedona
Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau, generating $250,000 for the USFS Red Rock
Ranger District over the next 5 years.

Usfs trail funding: hiking book
The concept behind this program is to create a product that can be sold with the
proceeds donated to the USFS. This hiking book will retail for approximately $8.00,
with a cost of production at $2.50. For every book sold, $5.50 will be donated to the
USFS for the maintenance of existing trails and development of new ones. The book is
currently under development and will be sold at the Sedona Chamber of Commerce
Visitor Center, at local hotels, stores, and other vendors interested in selling this
product and supporting the area’s trail system.

Sedona’s secret seven
This campaign is a marketing program that will help
accomplish our goal to disperse visitor traffic to certain areas
by creating a guide to “secret” gems.
The program will consist of seven categories of attractions, including but not limited to
trails (hiking and biking), picnic spots, and sunset and stargazing sites. Working closely
with the Forest Service, the aim is to 1) redirect visitors to lesser known areas for land
preservation; 2) expand the number of visitor experiences which will encourage
repeat visitation to Sedona; and, 3) engage local residents with the intent to embrace
tourism.
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sedona verde valley geotourism

One of the most exciting new initiatives from FY-16 was the joint venture with
National Geographic to develop the Geotourism Program for Sedona and the Verde
Valley. National Geographic has undertaken this type of assignment in only a limited
number of locations around the U.S. and the world. Sedona and the broader Verde
Valley will benefit significantly as this cooperative project brings increased attention to
unique regional visitor products and helps shape future development efforts in ways
that will help ensure the long term sustainability of the visitor industry.
As part of this visioning process, the Verde Valley Geotourism Program seeks to
capture and promote the culture, heritage and ecological diversity of the people and
places within Sedona and the Verde Valley through the voices and stories of the
people that live in the area. The ongoing Geotourism program will help local people
express in their own words what’s unique about their place through a National
Geographic Society co-branded online interactive website.
November 12, 2015 marked the official launch of this website with a “Toast to
Tourism” event attended by approximately 200 tourism industry partners, city
dignitaries and National Geographic representatives. Nominations from locals
continue to expand the site’s content, and further FY-17 initiatives will be taken to
further promote the site and commemorate geotourism:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Sidebar inclusion in the annual Experience Sedona Guide, 1/4 million produced
National Geographic logo on participants’ sites driving to Sedona Verde Valley
Geotourism site
Finalization of the Destination Marketing and Branding Strategy – Centered on
sustainable tourism river and land conservation, and the unique culture,
nature and history of the region, in close collaboration with the Sedona Verde
Valley Tourism Council (SVVTC)
Continuation of annual “Toast to Tourism” event planned – Fall 2016
Develop and help implement an SVVTC Organizational Strategy, Business Plan,
and Funding Strategy for ongoing marketing and promotion
National Geographic geotourism site content embedded on VisitSedona.com
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Restaurant week events
Sedona Restaurant Week will be proudly presented by the SCC&TB and the Sedona
Lodging Council the week of December 1-11, 2016. This event, held during a need
month, will give local foodies and visitors the chance to dine at a large selection of
area restaurants. This event will be an opportunity to feature Sedona as a premier
culinary destination and enhance business at a typically slow tourism time.

Holiday central Sedona/ Winter wanderland campaign
The SCC&TB will reinvigorate the Holiday Central Sedona event with a Winter
“Wanderland” twist for the entire month of December!

Visitors will “wander” to find beautifully lit holiday trees, decorated storefronts and
unique shopping options—including handmade jewelry, and one-of-a-kind arts crafts
and fabulous gift ideas. Spend the entire day strolling the scenic streets of Sedona and
enjoying mouthwatering restaurants along with several local wine-tasting rooms.
There will be special holiday related events most days throughout the month of
December including holiday lights, photos with Santa, Jingle Bell Run, breakfast
with Santa, performances such as the Nutcracker, gift wrapping stations, carolers,
horse and carriage rides, and so much more.
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Sedona performing arts center: assessment & community arts fund
The objective of the Sedona Performing Arts Center (SPAC) Assessment & Community
Arts Fund is to provide direction and process oversight to more fully integrate Sedona
Performing Arts Center into the cultural and educational fabric of Greater Sedona.
This project began in FY-16 and will be completed in FY-17.
The goals of the program are: 1) to provide Sedona Oak Creek Unified School District
(SOCUSD) and the City of Sedona with clear, viable options for addressing SPAC’s
defined functional, financial and procedural impediments; and 2) to provide an
efficient communications conduit between SOCUSD, the City of Sedona, local
performing arts & cultural non-profits, professional performing arts & conference
presenters/producers, and the supportive general public.
Through this program, we professionally engaged an experienced, respected and
locally committed performing arts consultant, advocate and facilitator to assist all
participant entities in securing Sedona Performing Arts Center as a fully functioning
performing arts, educational and community engagement resource.
Deliverables for this project include:
• Identify and evaluate the impact of SPAC’s currently identified assets, limitations,
policies and procedures on the community and school district. These include
SPAC scheduling & fees, production load-in, and alcohol permits.
• Explore working options and solutions from other currently active high schoolbased performing arts centers in Arizona.
• Provide a meaningful and clear communications conduit for all SOCUSD, City of
Sedona and local non-profit entities regarding SPAC’s physical plant, its access,
usage and potential full community integration for education, performing arts
and entertainment.
• Research theatrical staging & acoustic suppliers, providing cost analysis and
timelines for completing and/or refining current physical impediments to full
usage.
• Determine and propose workable funding options for physical completions and
improvements.
• Advise and oversee implementation of SOCUSD and City of Sedona approved
SPAC refinements and improvements.
• Propose a multi-tiered rental & leasing fee schedule for SPAC’s expanded
educational, local arts, non-profit and commercial usage.
• Submit full job descriptions and compensation proposals for needed ongoing
professional performing arts management and technical direction.
• Generate quarterly progress reports.
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The Community Arts Fund
In March of 2015, Sedona Oak Creek Unified School District (SOCUSD) embarked on a
wide-ranging re-assessment of policies and procedures regarding the Sedona
Performing Arts Center (SPAC), its usage, rental fees and technical needs.
The Challenge: From SPAC’s 2011 opening through mid-2015, SPAC’s leasing/rental
fees for local non-profit performance organizations were perceived as being
prohibitively high by potential users. For non-profit performing arts organizations
based in and serving the greater Sedona area, these high fees have severely limited
their use of SPAC and its facilities. As a result, through September of 2015, SPAC
remained vacant for over 250 days & nights each year.
While the Sedona Oak Creek United School District reviews options for SPAC pricing
and procedures, and to allow the SOCUSD Board sufficient time for exploratory due
diligence, the following steps were taken. In July 2015, a local body of communityfocused private and public donors committed to establishing the SPAC Community
Arts Fund. The initial seed donation came from the City of Sedona and the Sedona
Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau.
This public/private assistance fund is designed to incubate expanded community
access to and usage of SPAC facilities. The established fund is specifically made
available to Sedona-based nonprofit performing arts organizations in order to pay 50%
of that organization’s contracted SPAC rental fees on a ‘per event’ basis. All donations
to the SPAC Community Arts Fund are held in a restricted access account within the
SOCUSD accounting system, and used exclusively to cover 50% of SPAC usage fees for
approved fund applicants. The following operating process was designed with and
approved by SOCUSD financial & administrative personnel.
In FY-16, the Community Arts Fund totaled $12,040.00 and three organizations have
utilized the fund: Chamber Music Sedona, Sedona Chamber Ballet and Verde Valley
Sinfonietta.
Chamber Music Sedona: For several years, CMS concerts have been held at St. John
Vianney Church, West Sedona, with special events hosted at the Sedona Hilton Resort.
During the current 2015-16 fiscal year, due to the available SPAC Fund assistance, two
of their four concerts were presented at SPAC.
Sedona Chamber Ballet: Technical & set requirements plus the necessity of multiple
on-stage rehearsals require SCB to rent SPAC for four full days prior to its three
holiday performances of Tchaikovsky’s ‘Nutcracker.’ With the benefit of the SPAC
Fund, their most recent run of ‘Nutcracker’ closed in the black, avoiding the huge
deficit of the previous year. A free dress rehearsal audience of 200 needy children
was added. There are no other venue options available in Sedona for this quality of
classical dance.
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Verde Valley Sinfonietta: Prior to this fiscal year, VVS could only afford to budget one
concert per year at SPAC. With the SPAC Fund being made available just prior to their
2015-16 concert year, VVS’s entire four-concert season was performed onstage at
SPAC.

Public art map & web app
The Public Art Map Brochure was completed in
FY-16. In FY-17, the SCC&TB will bring this map
to life digitally. The program brings existing
assets to a heightened level of prominence;
aligns with the Sedona brand as an Arts &
Culture-oriented destination; and, helps art
lovers find their way to one or all of Sedona’s
works of public art, including murals,
sculptures and installations located
throughout the Sedona area. This program
will also link to area galleries to help increase
sales in this niche.

Transportation master Plan & Solutions
The SCC&TB understands that sustaining our destination is rooted in the basic ability
to travel to, from and around Sedona. We also realize that the strength of any
destination relies on a strong transportation hub and service providers. For these
reasons the future of Sedona tourism and quality of life is tied not only to local ground
transportation, but also air service in Phoenix and Flagstaff. We also must prioritize
good highway systems, walkability and multimodal solutions.
Another critically important transportation issue for the Sedona Verde Valley region is
transportation and transportation infrastructure. The SCC&TB continues to advocate
for projects in support of highway projects that bring businesses, employees, supplies
and visitors to and from Sedona safely and easily. A focus on dispersing visitor traffic
to less populated areas and looking at a regional approach in terms of product will be
critical to managing the flow of traffic in and out of the region. The SCC&TB will
continue to play a role in the city’s traffic and parking studies and will support the
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way-finding efforts of public/private parking areas and a public transit system. The
SCC&TB also supports the usage of the Sedona airport as Sedona’s fourth gateway.
In FY-16 the SCC&TB contributed $25,000 to the City of Sedona Master Transportation
Study that is currently in progress. In FY-17, the SCC&TB has set aside significant funds
to help fund potential solutions recommended from the plan (scheduled to be
completed in FY-17).

Walk Sedona program
The Walk Sedona program focuses on
positioning Sedona as a walk-friendly
destination in effort to mitigate the effects
of vehicle traffic. By gallery and lodging
stakeholder recommendation, the SCC&TB
focused the first phase of this program on
luring those visitors already in-market into
the galleries via a “Sedona Gallery Art Walk”
program intended to drive business through
the doors of the numerous galleries in
Sedona.
This program launched in FY-16 with hotel
lobby map signage and postcards, in-room
TV spots, a “web map” digital version, public
relations, and social media.
FY-17 will see the second phase of this
concept with inclusion of restaurants for a
“Dine and Shop” execution. Additional
“Walk Sedona” concepts will surely be
developed, as this concept is anticipated to
have a long life.

Bike Share Feasibility program
This program was initiated by the Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau in
conjunction with Indiana University’s Graduate Capstone class. The project team
made up of seven graduate students presented preliminary findings in May 2016.
Next steps for this project will be determined once the City’s Master Transportation
Plan is completed.
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Competitive set
To determine Sedona’s position it is important to first identify its uniqueness and
differentiation from the competition and value to the customer. In doing this, Sedona
is set apart from other destinations that are vying for the business of the same
traveler/target audience. The perceptual map below ranks competitors by “Unique
Natural Beauty” and “Broad Range of Amenities.” Following is a visual representation
of each destination’s offerings as established by their reputation and public
knowledge.

THE COMPETITIVE DESTINATIONS NOTED ABOVE FALL INTO TWO CATEGORIES:
•

Those destinations that have unique natural beauty that appeals to the outdoor
enthusiast, such as Moab and the Grand Canyon.

•

Those destinations that have a broad range of amenities and activities, from luxury
to rustic, such as Napa Valley/Sonoma and Santa Barbara.
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TARGET AUDIENCEs
geographic
Traditionally, most of the SCC&TB’s marketing dollars have been allocated to Phoenix,
which is the largest feeder market for Sedona. Los Angeles will continue to be a
reliable feeder market for Sedona tourism and will remain part of ongoing targeting
efforts.
Of the top three largest Designated Market Areas (DMAs) visiting the North Central
Region, Phoenix ranks lowest in share of spending on hotel stays. Tucson and Pima
County have a population of over one million residents. Given the size of this
population base, the alignment with our target visitor profiles, and the greater
distance between Tucson and Sedona, Tucson is a prime target.

SOURCE: BUXTON, MAY 2013 – APRIL 2014, NORTH CENTRAL REGION

We have determined the target markets for Sedona to be comprised of:
PRIMARY:
1. Residents of
a. Phoenix/Maricopa county
b. Los Angeles DMA
c. Tucson DMA
2. Visitors to Arizona
3. Visitors to the Grand Canyon
SECONDARY (reached via sales and public relations efforts):
1. Domestic – Texas, New York, Nevada
2. International – Japan, Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, France
3. International target markets as identified by the Arizona Office of Tourism –
Mexico, China (Canada, United Kingdom, Germany, France)
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Demographic
PRIMARY:

Age 35-54 (Generation X)

SECONDARY:

Age 55+ (Baby Boomers)

1.

Annual Household Incomes $125,000+

2.

Residents of Arizona and California

3.

Families, retired couples, and groups of friends

4.

College-educated

psychographic
1.

Inclined to take 3+ overnight leisure trips per year

2.

Nature lovers – appreciation of scenic and outdoor destinations

3.

Active – hikers, bikers, runners

4.

Values arts and enjoys cultural activities (art collecting, shopping, dining,
theater)

5.

Travelers looking for unique experiences and “down-time”

6.

Wellness interests – growth in personal, cultural, creative

visitor SPENDING behavior
Because research indicates that day-trippers spend an average of $258/day compared
to $520/day for overnight guests, we want to de-emphasize the "day trip" mentality.
We seek to concentrate our attention on those consumers who are more prone to
overnight stays while encouraging day-trippers to stay longer.
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THE BRAND
It is important to rely on the beauty of Sedona to act as the leading star of the brand. In
order to keep the Sedona brand top-of-mind with all potential visitors, it’s crucial that the
brand aesthetic, look, feel, and voice have a consistent application across all touch points.

The evolved brand was launched successfully in FY-16. Moving into FY-17, the goal is to
implement the brand and its philosophy across all departments of the SCC&TB to further
the cohesion of the brand. Visitor Center enhancements and local “internal” campaigns
are examples of this implementation.
Leaning on the established VISION of the SCC&TB, Sedona’s legendary red rock beauty
truly speaks for itself, as it should. Based on the brand development platform from FY-16,
all assets the SCC&TB uses to promote the Sedona area will continue to align under our
unique position, along with the brand essence, promise and tagline below:
POSITION: Stunning and unique natural beauty combined with a breadth of amenities.
BRAND ESSENCE: Peace, Love, Life
BRAND PROMISE: Sedona will change you.
TAGLINE: “The Most Beautiful Place on Earth… In So Many Ways”
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CREATING BRAND EVANGELISTS
Consumers want to buy products from businesses they can trust, and often turn to
their friends for recommendations. When someone recommends a product they like,
they are acting as a “brand evangelist”.
Loyal Customers and Brand Evangelists create word-of-mouth referrals, and it is the
SCC&TB’s job to be a catalyst for that conversation by way of marketing, sales and
communications.
We aim to move visitors through the consumer loyalty journey - from Day Tripper, to
Loyal Customer, to Brand Evangelist - in order to increase our repeat visitation rate
(currently 70%) and to attract a quality visitor who will endorse Sedona and act as
another extension of our marketing efforts.
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MARKETING
Online channels
We will continue to focus on digital platforms over the next year particularly with
enhancements to VisitSedona.com, which plays a key role in consumer education and
acquisition. We regularly strive to drive highly qualified referrals to hotel partners and
to work closely with properties to understand conversion and optimization.
To most effectively engage, educate, inspire and elevate customers, online channels
will be aligned to seamlessly move customers through the travel decision-making
process. The goal is to increase engagement levels and create measurable interaction
by providing an energizing experience. This will reinforce the attributes of the Sedona
brand and build long-term relationships with our customers.
The focus on digital marketing is also being supported by our partners and
stakeholders, whose survey results recently reaffirmed that “Digital is King”.

Which Co-Op Programs are Very Important/Important
to TB Partners
Blog Posts
Digital Marketing (eNewsletters, Trip Advisor)
Direct Mailers
Television & Video
Radio
Sales Trips
Print Advertising in Travel Magazines
Consumer Travel Shows
Meetings and Incentive Trade Shows
Tour Operator Trade Shows
Print Advertising in the Destination Event Planner
Print Advertising in the Experience Sedona Visitor…
Banner Advertising on VisitSedona.com
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%
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Visitor inquiries
All marketing and promotion drives to our official tourism website – VisitSedona.com.
On this site, we heavily promote our annual Experience Sedona Visitor Guide, of which
we produce 1/4 million of each year. Research indicates that the annual guide
positively impacts travelers. Of those who received the Visitors Guide:

Source: WACVB Conversion Study 2014, Destination Analysts

This valuable visitor guide can be ordered on VisitSedona.com or also by phone. It is
distributed throughout the state of Arizona to visitor centers, concierge desks, and the
Phoenix, Mesa and Tucson airports. The guide is downloadable online and is also
utilized by tour operators, the media and travel agents. An additional conversion
study will be implemented in FY-17, to gauge the effectiveness of the guide to
increase length of stay and conversion.
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sEASONAL marketing
Summer campaign: May - August
OBJECTIVE: Increase visitation during the summer need season by targeting
households from Sedona’s primary geographic markets.
STRATEGY: Drive summer business by implementing a campaign that communicates
Sedona’s stunning natural attributes and cool climate, in markets that need to escape
the heat (Phoenix and Tucson), or may not be aware of Sedona as a close and cooler
Arizona outdoor-adventure-rich destination (Los Angeles).
TACTICS:
1. Target Phoenix visitors via digital, print, TV, and Out of Home.
2. Campaign will be complemented with a creative social media strategy.
3. Create greater brand presence via digital outreach in Los Angeles and Tucson,
where residents will stay longer and spend more (due to distance); and, are active
adults who will travel with their family during summer break.
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Grand canyon campaign: MAY - August
OBJECTIVE: Increase visitation during summer need season by garnering share of
Grand Canyon visitors. Additional attention will be given to 2016 marking the year of
the National Park Services’ 100 birthday. During this year, the Grand Canyon is
expecting one million additional visitors compared to 2015.
STRATEGY: Drive summer business by employing a “Basecamp” approach for Grand
Canyon visitors - Stay in Sedona, and day-trip to the Grand Canyon.
TACTICS:
1. Target visitors (and potential visitors) to the Grand Canyon via digital display
advertising, email blasts, search advertising, targeted Grand Canyon/National
parks publications, PR and social media.
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Winter campaign: November – february
OBJECTIVE: Increase visitation during the winter need season by targeting households
from Sedona’s primary geographic markets. Secondarily, we will target attendees of
major events in the Phoenix area.
STRATEGY: Drive winter business by marketing Sedona as a getaway that features
a) Extraordinary seasonal events and activities in November and December that will
create memories to last a lifetime
b) Unique, world-renowned wellness offerings (art as healing/inspiration, personal
enrichment, spiritual and metaphysical) in January and February that will inspire
visitors for the New Year.
TACTICS:
1. Target Phoenix visitors via digital, print, TV, and Out of Home.
2. Campaign will be complemented with a creative social media strategy.
3. Create greater brand presence via digital outreach in Los Angeles and Tucson,
where residents will stay longer and spend more (due to distance).
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FY-17 performance standards: marketing
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PUBLIC RELATIONS
Social media
The growing form of digital communication plays an increasingly important role in
communicating to the local market and for marketing a destination. The SCC&TB has
made great strides in incorporating social media into our communications efforts. We
recognize room for further growth over the next three years in the areas of extending
social channel awareness and increasing customer engagement. Social media allows
us to engage in order to create more brand evangelists.
We will utilize messaging to support campaign efforts and will continue to measure
and optimize against best practices. We are prepared to meet the challenges of this
medium through our work with key partners such as Facebook, TripAdvisor, Twitter
and YouTube with strategies developed by medium to address each unique audience
of that medium.
Destination partners also play an enormous role in our overall ability to engage and
deliver value to our consumers. For this reason short-term emphasis will be to further
integrate social media efforts with our partners.
The SCC&TB will aggressively utilize social media and video to enhance brand
awareness and integrate into all communications efforts. Following are our primary
outlets and their fan base to date:
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communications
Compelling media reports build Sedona’s reputation as a lively destination. That
allows us to provide more in-depth information to educate our audiences, which, in
turn, helps to convert interest to live, work and travel to the destination. This
important work is overseen by a fully integrated public relations program, which
targets regional, national and international markets. The SCC&TB then works closely
with its partners and to highlight Sedona amenities and attractions.
Through local publicity efforts, experiential event marketing and in-market activity,
public relations efforts garner immediate attention, illustrating and supporting Sedona
as the world’s most desirable destination for leisure and business travel. Making
customers aware a special promotions and events drives them to the Sedona website
for more information.
Public relations initiatives also rely on the tourism community, special event producers
and strategic partners in order to generate additional content, product and interest.
Monthly Press Release
Using our Public Relations Program of Work, we use monthly themes to create an
informational press release full of unique story ideas. We distribute the press release
at the first of the month using Meltwater, a software that allows us to find influencers,
build awareness, share brand news through press releases, and track coverage
through traditional and social media outlets. We distribute the press release to an
average of 4,000 hand-selected media professionals.
Monthly Media Round-Up
Using our Public Relations Program of Work, we use monthly themes to create an
informational e-newsletter, promoting our key niches, events, story ideas and
important newsworthy items. We distribute the e-newsletter through Constant
Contact the first week of every month to a growing email list of over 3,000 domestic
and international media in which a relationship has been established, either by a press
or FAM trip, a media event or through on-going communications. The average open
rate is 23%.
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Media marketplaces
The SCC&TB will continue to pitch Sedona to highly targeted publications and travel
outlets. The themed approach is identified in the FY-17 Public Relations Program of
Work (See Appendix A).
We will continue to develop our media relations efforts through one-on-one direct
sales efforts to qualified travel journalists, editors, guidebook authors, influencers, and
radio and TV producers by participating in the following Arizona Office of Tourism and
Phoenix media marketplaces:
•

Vancouver Media Marketplace (August)

•

Arizona Media Marketplace (November)

•

Chicago Media Events (December)

•

Los Angeles Media Mission (January)

•

San Francisco Media Events (February)

•

U.S. Travel Association’s IPW, Media Marketplace (June)

Event promotion
Sedona is home to many world-class special events and festivals and they will
continue to play a significant role in the marketing of our destination over the next
year. These events drive incremental visitors to the destination and help brand
Sedona as a unique and premier destination.
The SCC&TB and the Sedona Event Alliance (SEA) have teamed
together to identify the needs of the event community and to
identify opportunities to promote and facilitate events in Sedona.
These entities work closely together to identify and support
events that enhance the brand, generate significant economic
impact, drive incremental room nights and garner millions of
dollars in earned media directed at our target consumers. The
SCC&TB will also utilize sponsorship elements such as additional
marketing, social media promotion, public relations, and businessto-business sales tools to assist these event promoters.
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Event Sponsorships
The SCC&TB will offer annual or “signature” events additional exposure and coverage
before their event date on our websites, social media, e-newsletters, A-Frames and
more. In return, the SCC&TB will be an event sponsor coming in the level of in-kind
products and services offered. We plan to sponsor a minimum of 12 annual events
annually and garner a better partnership with event producers and the Sedona Events
Alliance. One of the many benefits of a sponsorship is a calendar listing on TripAdvisor.
FY-17 Sponsorships will go to well-established annual events such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Great Sedona Chili Cook-off
1st Fridays in the Galleries
Sedona Mountain Bike Festival
Sedona Yoga Festival
International Film Festival
National Day of the Cowboy
Red Rocks Oktoberfest
Sedona WineFest
Illuminate Film Festival
PALET Plein Air Legacy Event
12x12 Project
Laser Light Show
Global Wellness Day
Winter Music Festival

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Campout
Dogs Day Out
Celebration of Spring
4th of July at the Pool
Sedona Book & Arts Festival
Sedona Arts Festival
Fiesta del Tlaquepaque
Main Street Paint Out
Dia de los Muertos
Cinco de Mayo
Sedona Verde Valley Open
Studios Tour
Red Rocks Music Festival
Sedona Marathon Event

Event Calendar
The SCC&TB will continue to provide a robust, one-stop Sedona Event portal that is
used by all local residents and visitors alike. We will maintain and assist event
producers in submitting to the online calendar to provide state-of-the-art responsive
calendar technology to allow users to sort and find events easily. This calendar will
continue to captivate users with photos and videos.
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FY-17 performance standards: Public relations
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group/ meeting sales

Sedona has a tremendous opportunity to position itself as a premier destination for
small meetings, incentive programs, family reunions, and the weddings market.
Growth is critical for future meeting, incentive and group sales activities. This
includes: lead generation growth, conversion growth, attendance growth and
increased occupancy for all Sedona lodging partners. The SCC&TB will pursue timetested markets that have yielded consistent results along with new opportunities with
an emphasis on professional sales techniques, excellent service, and one-on-one
contact with meeting & event planners. The SCC&TB is committed to conducting sales
and marketing activities with a targeted focus on booking future business that will
help fill meeting and event facilities in the Sedona area to meet both short and longterm goals.
According to the 2016 Meetings and Events Forecast from Carlson Wagonlit Travel
(CWT) Meetings & Events, room rates will rise as demand continues to outpace supply
as related to meetings business. Increasing demand from leisure travelers is also
making availability tighter for meeting groups, particularly at upscale destinations and
hotel/resorts. Meetings groups are being steered toward dates when transient
business is low. This tactic mirrors Sedona’s strategy of targeting groups who
historically meet or have an ability to meet during our need periods.
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As reported by Convene’s PCMA 24th Annual Meetings Market Survey there has been
steady growth in the smaller meetings market; meetings comprised of 10 to 100
attendees and with a shorter average booking window of nine months. This is a
positive indicator for Sedona’s meetings business as our lodging stakeholder’s capacity
is restricted to small meetings.
Health and Wellness will continue to be a big part of future meetings. The ‘wellness’
definition as related to the meetings market now considers not only healthy lifestyle
elements, but also creativity and productivity opportunities which all speak directly to
Sedona’s strengths.
Phoenix/Mesa is among the top 25 metro areas for both convention/conference
travelers and general business travelers. The SCC&TB reaches out to meeting and
event planners who are organizing group events in the Greater Phoenix area to
encourage their participants’ make pre/post visits to Sedona as well as invite those
planners to familiarization tours in Sedona.
Non-business conferences (aka SMERF – social, military, education, religious &
fraternal) is defined as group events unrelated to a job or occupation. Some such are
alumni, fraternity, or sorority reunions, military reunions, religious conferences, selfimprovement or educational conferences, and social events, hobby-related
conferences. According to U.S. Travel Association travel poll, 36% of Americans have
traveled to attend a non-business conference for personal, social or civic reasons in
the past five years.
Individual and group sales activities will focus on new connections, relationships,
vertical markets and regional responsibilities as the best way to grow this market.
Because nothing sells the destination better than experiencing Sedona, SCC&TB will
continue to bring key clients and new prospects to the destination to meet with our
stakeholders. The SCC&TB focuses on high-yield group markets that Sedona’s hotel &
resort properties and meeting facilities are not able to fully solicit on their own by
offering cooperative sales and marketing opportunities.

Direct sales: industry trade shows & sales missions
Industry trade shows give the SCC&TB the opportunity to make new connections,
maintain relationships with existing clients, and promote Sedona to a large number of
people in a short amount of time.
The Sales Department staff plans to attend the following trade shows and conduct
sales missions to the greater Phoenix area. It is important to note that the proposed
shows may change as market conditions dictate.
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•

IMEX America -- Target: International & Domestic meeting/event planners

•

Collinson Connect – Target: SMERF/Incentive/Association meeting & event
planners

•

HSMAI Meet – Target: Association, Corporate & independent meeting & event
planners

•

Helms Briscoe Conference – Target: Professional Meeting Planners across all
market segments

•

Sales Missions to the Phoenix area – Target: Meeting Industry
Professionals/Associations & Organizations

Client services
The sales team’s focus is to provide destination expertise, sales material for
attendance promotion, venue selection support and other services to clients who are
planning meetings events and weddings. These efforts will help clients make smart
informed decisions as well as generate repeat business.

Familiarization (FAM) Tours & Site inspections
FAM tours and site inspections are powerful tools allowing professional meeting and
event planners the opportunity to experience Sedona, its meeting venues and
attractions first hand. When planners experience Sedona, they are able to better relay
information and promote Sedona to their clients. Since their jobs involve influencing
clients with their meetings and events site selection, this is a valuable tool.

Sedona Destination Event Planner
The Destination Event Planner, is an Event and Meeting Planners guide to Sedona’s
meeting venues. This resource provides crucial, meeting-specific information and

reflects the brand and supplement the Experience Sedona Guide. Online version is
available on VisitSedona.com/meetings-events.

Meeting & Event Planners e-newsletter
The sales team will produce and distribute a bi-monthly e-Newsletter to more than
2,500 meeting & event planners describing Sedona’s meetings, conference and group
capabilities. This will help meeting planners stay abreast of new venues and services
offered in Sedona as well as generating greater brand awareness to the meeting
industry professionals.

Meetings & event website enhancements
Ongoing enhancements will be made to pages that are specifically designed for
meeting industry professionals on SCC&TB’s official website – VisitSedona.com.
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FY-17 performance standards: group/meeting sales
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Travel trade industry sales
The SCC&TB travel trade industry sales efforts focus on a direct economic impact to
the community through programs offered by national and international tour
operators.
The SCC&TB Sales Department provides destination sales and marketing services to
travel trade industry professionals. The department reaches out to travel trade
professionals of various segments including wholesale tour operators, receptive tour
operators, travel agents, and online travel agents in the travel distribution system to
gain inclusion in their travel itineraries/programs. Working with partners and other
travel industry stakeholders is critical for marketing the Sedona area as a premier
leisure travel destination, both domestically and internationally.
According to the U.S. Department of Commerce, Office of Travel & Tourism Industries,
travel and tourism provided a $57.1 billion balance of trade in 2014. The U.S. received
a record 69.8 million visitors spending $180.7 billion. Flagstaff-Grand Canyon-Sedona,
AZ is ranked among the 15 top U.S. cities visited by international visitors.
The international markets are important to Sedona’s tourism industry as these visitors
tend to travel during Sedona’s slower tourism seasons (summer and winter).
Exchange rates also affect our international markets and favorable exchange rates can
make traveling to the U.S. a bargain for foreigners during Sedona’s need periods. It’s
with this in mind, that the SCC&TB targets international F.I.T. (foreign/free
independent travelers), group tours, and incentive groups through travel trade sales
and marketing efforts.
As our consumer marketing efforts are heavily focused on domestic markets, it is also
important for SCC&TB to work with domestic tour operators and travel agents so that
they can deliver tour products to those who are responding to our marketing efforts.
The SCC&TB travel trade outreach programs include trade shows, sales missions,
familiarization tours, and other awareness programs for travel trade industry
professionals to capture individual travel and group tour business to Sedona from its
targeted markets. Through these programs, the SCC&TB is able to connect directly
with international and domestic travel buyers and provide an in-depth look at Sedona
experiences. At the same time, tour operators, travel agents, and other travel buyers
will continue to acquire the knowledge and information needed to better promote
Sedona as a travel destination to their respective clients.
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During FY-17, the SCC&TB travel trade sales efforts will focus on the following markets:
EUROPEAN MARKET WITH FOCUS ON GERMAN SPEAKING EUROPE
Germany was the number one European market that brought overnight visits to
Arizona with 6.4% growth in 2014. They began to recover strongly in 2014 according to
OAG (number of passengers arriving from international markets) and Visa data
(number of unique cards used by international visitors by market). Switzerland also
posted growth of 6.3% in 2014. The key traveling months from these markets are April
to October with a spike from June through September. We will focus on FIT
(Foreign/Free Independent/Individual Travelers) including Fly & Drive and package
programs and group tour series.
ASIA WITH FOCUS ON JAPAN
After years of sub-par performance, Japan has posted four consecutive years of growth
of overnight visits to Arizona with a 5.1% increase 2014. Sedona has been the leading
force to bring Japanese visitors to the State. The Japanese travelers’ key travel months
are July to August and December to January. We will focus on FIT (Foreign/Free
Independent/Individual Travelers) including Fly & Drive and package programs, group
tour series and incentive programs.
MOTORCOACH INDUSTRY
The motor coach industry is also an important segment of our tourism industry.
According to the American Bus Association Economic Impact Study of 2015 by John
Dunham and Associates, Inc., the direct economic impact of the motor coach industry
was more than $1.6 billion to the state of Arizona. And it is important that Sedona
capture our share of this business.
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Industry trade shows
Industry trade shows give the SCC&TB the opportunity to make new contacts,
strengthen relationships with existing clients, and promote Sedona to a large number
of people in one place at one time. At these industry trade shows, we intend to make
appointments with our targeted markets of Canada, United Kingdom, Japan, Germany,
and other markets identified by the Arizona Office of Tourism.
The Travel Industry Sales Department plans to attend the following trade shows. It is
important to note that this list may change as market conditions dictate.
•
•
•
•

ABA’s Marketplace: Target - domestic motor coach operators
Go West Summit: Target - international, receptive & domestic operators
ITB Berlin: Target - international operators
U.S. Travel Association’s IPW: Target - international, receptive & domestic
operators

Sales missions/ product training & seminars
Sales missions allow the SCC&TB to directly contact travel trade industry professionals.
Sales missions may include product trainings and seminars. They can also be
conducted in partnership with other destination marketing organizations in Arizona to
take a regional approach to encourage clients to utilize Arizona and regional facilities,
including Phoenix Sky Harbor International Airport and Flagstaff Pulliam Airport. The
Travel Industry Sales Department plans to conduct following sales trips/missions. It is
important to note that this list may change as market conditions dictate.
•
•
•

Los Angeles: Target – receptive tour operators, travel agents
Las Vegas: Target – receptive operators
Japan: Target – wholesale tour operators

Familiarization (fam) tours
FAM tours are an excellent way to showcase products in the destination. The SCC&TB
will coordinate site inspections for motor coach, travel agent and group tour clients,
receptive operators and international tour operators. SCC&TB will also participate in
cooperative FAM tours with statewide partners, as opportunities arise.

Cooperative sales & marketing efforts
SCC&TB travel trade sales may participate in cooperative sales and marketing
opportunities provided by national and international tour operators. Opportunities
will be evaluated with SCC&TB marketing department to maximize bookings during
Sedona’s need periods.
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Itinerary support
The SCC&TB will assist travel trade professionals to develop itineraries, featuring
detailed information regarding attractions, timing of travel, and dining and
accommodation options. These itineraries will sell the many attributes of the Sedona
and Verde Valley region that make doing business in the Sedona area easier for tour
operators. This will also allow us to showcase the USPs previously identified in the
plan (page 15) and integrate branding and sales efforts.

Client services
Quality customer service is critical to our success. The SCC&TB ensures repeat
business by providing planning support, sales support materials and other services to
clients who are designing tours and packages that include Sedona.

Travel trade e-newsletter
The SCC&TB will produce quarterly e-Newsletters including recent Sedona accolades,
new lodging properties and attractions, renovations, upcoming events, and
promotions of interest to tour operators, travel agents and motor coach operators.
The e-Newsletter is distributed to more than 3,000 travel trade professionals with an
average open rate of 30%.

Travel trade industry webpage enhancements
The sales team will continually enhance webpages that are specifically designed for
travel trade industry professionals on SCC&TB’s official website - VisitSedona.com.

Tourism partner relationship
SCC&TB works closely with its tourism partners to better promote their business to
travel trade industry professionals. Its strong partnership with local tourism
businesses will allow the SCC&TB to reach its goals.
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FY-17 performance standards: travel trade industry sales
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Visitor services
The SCC&TB services both potential visitors and in-market visitors. Our Visitor Center
staff and volunteers serve as destination experts – greeting guests and offering
insights into Sedona’s depth and breadth of amenities to ensure a memorable visit.
The role of the Visitor Center is critical, not only for providing the best visitor
experience, but for also ensuring that the visitor spends more time and dollars in our
destination.
The Visitor Center is successful due to the volunteers who are continually trained and
educated. Our partners help educate our volunteers and staff by conducting
Familiarization (FAM) tours to help our teams become more aware of their business
services. Next year we will develop a Front-liners Training Workshop for people that
assist visitors.

The strength of any product or service is only as strong as its brand. In the case of
Sedona, we grow the Sedona brand through our marketing, sales and public relations
efforts, live the brand through our people and partners, and house the brand at our
Visitor Center where our brand essence is front-and-center: “Peace. Love. Life.” Step
through the doors of our Visitor Center, and each person you encounter embodies this
essence. In FY-17, we will develop additional ways to bring the brand to life as
illustrated by the following examples:
•
•
•

A signage area will be created above the brochure display cabinets that will
showcase the arts and culture product of Sedona.
Artists in Residence will showcase their work and create experiential moments.
Space will be enhanced and maximized by the hanging of multi-sided brand
signage.
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FY-17 performance standards: visitor services
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Conclusions & summary
The Sedona Chamber of Commerce & Tourism Bureau and its partners will continue to
play a vital role in Sedona’s economy and in the lives of its citizens. We are proud of
our partnership with the community and remain committed to achieving sustainable
growth that will benefit our entire region and state. Marketing and selling Sedona as
the world’s most desirable destination for residents, businesses and leisure and
business travel is one proven way we can prosper, coupled with the knowledge and
know-how to create tourism product that helps to balance the potential impacts of
our city’s industry.
We must continue to cultivate our existing relationships and build new relationships
into the future. It is with this in mind that we conduct research in order to understand
what our stakeholders need to continue to keep our organization relevant; and to
determine what consumers and business clients want in order to put Sedona on the
top of their list when choosing a destination for relocation or leisure and business
travel.
With the knowledge we are able to gain from our stakeholders, residents, customers
and potential customers, we will aggressively seek out new and innovative channels to
continue to maintain business retention and diversity, and help drive incremental
visitation across all audiences. This information will also help us to provide insight to
our tourism industry partners for future product and amenity development so that
they too may continue to deliver the excellent experience that keeps bringing clients
back time and time again.
Ultimately, these efforts will increase overall visitor spending and positively contribute
to our city’s coffers through sales and bed tax collection, thus enhancing the quality of
life for residents. These efforts act as a tool for economic development and support
the City of Sedona’s Community Plan in terms of preserving and enhancing Sedona’s
tourism-based economic sector.
The strategies and tactics put in place for FY-17 are designed to increase awareness of
Sedona as a destination; to build visits at times when tourism business is needed; to
balance the needs of our local commerce, residents and visitors; and, to continue the
sense of excitement of Sedona as one of world’s most beautiful destinations – perhaps
The Most Beautiful Place on Earth, In So Many Ways.
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Appendix A

LONG-TERM GOALS
-----------------------------------------------DESTINATION SERVICES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increase economic impact of tourism thus improving overall revenue to the City of Sedona.
Position Sedona as a premiere tourism destination for leisure and group business.
Ensure long-term tourism sustainability.
Actively engage in product development efforts to link, enhance and create amenities that
enrich the tourism experience and contribute to quality of life for residents.
5. Maintain trained, engaged and vibrant volunteer core.
6. Provide excellent customer service that exceeds visitor and client expectations.

SHORT-TERM GOALS
-----------------------------------------------DESTINATION SERVICES
Marketing and Public Relations

1. Increase visitor spending in Sedona with a focus on mid-week, off-peak seasons.
2. Reinforce Sedona’s Unique Selling Propositions: Arts/Culture, Wellness, and Outdoor
Adventure.
3. Embrace brand campaign and develop integrated ways to bring the brand to life.
4. Utilize audience and industry research to inform decision-making.
5. Continue to investigate new and emerging markets and strategies.
6. Increase efforts to further the Tourism Product Development Program.
Group/Meeting and Travel Trade Industry Sales

1. Position Sedona as the premiere destination for small meetings in Arizona.
2. Position Sedona as one of the world’s top leisure destinations for national and
international travelers through travel trade tour programs.
Visitor Services

1. Provide the highest level of customer service at Visitor Center and Call Center.
2. Incorporate brand philosophy at the Visitor Center.

Appendix B

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
-----------------------------------------------DESTINATION SERVICES
Marketing

1. Generate no less than a total of 90,000 inquiries from targeted customers in domestic and
international markets.
2. Generate a minimum of 1,200,000 unique visitors to VisitSedona.com.
3. Generate 60 million overall paid impressions for Sedona.
4. Generate $250,000 in partnership cooperative revenue.
5. Reach 1,000,000 views on Sedona destination videos.
Public Relations

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Generate 2,000 travel articles about Sedona.
Reach a minimum of 200 million impressions through editorial placement and social media.
Generate publicity with an equivalent advertising value of at least $10 million.
Assist 500 media professionals.
Grow overall social media fan base by 15%.

Group/Meeting Sales

1. Generate 20,000 room night opportunities from group sales Request for Proposals resulting in a
potential economic impact of $3.5 million with a sales tax opportunity of $250,000.
2. Conduct customized Familiarization (FAM) tours for 30 pre-qualified meeting planners.
3. Identify and meet with a minimum of 300 professional meeting planners with a demonstrated
propensity for mid-week/off-season business.
4. Generate 10,000 page views for Meetings and Sales web pages on VisitSedona.com.
Travel Trade Industry Sales

1. Generate 50 domestic and international hotel leads and service request leads.
2. Produce 850 service request referrals for Sedona tourism partners.
3. Conduct 20 customized Familiarization (FAM) tours for pre-qualified national and international
travel trade industry professionals.
4. Identify and meet with a minimum of 350 travel trade industry professionals at tradeshows and
sales missions to position Sedona as a premiere leisure destination.
5. Generate 6,000 page views for Travel Trade web pages on VisitSedona.com.
Visitor Services

1. Manage the Uptown Visitor Center seven days a week, 59.5 hours per week (excluding two
holidays) with professional staff and trained volunteers.
2. Manage and assist 300,000 walk-in visitors.
3. Manage and assist 7,500 visitor inquiries via phone and email.
4. Produce and distribute 250,000 Experience Sedona Visitor Guides.
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FY-17 Program of Work: Marketing
July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 2017

February 2017

March 2017

April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

Arizona State Visitors Guide
Phoenix Visitor Guide (Consumer Market)
Phoenix Destination Planner Guide (Meetings Market)
Scottsdale Visitor Guide
Tucson Visitor Guide
AZ Pride Guide

Print

Arizona Daily Star
AOT Insert

Cactus League
Newspaper Insert
AZ Wine Lifestyles
Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

AZ Wine Lifestyles
Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

AZ Wine Lifestyles

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

Red Rock Country
Visitors' Guide

AAA Highroads, Member Co-op
Go-Arizona.com
National Park Trips Integrated Program (Grand Canyon Campaign)
TripAdvisor Destination Page
TripAdvisor Event Calendar
TripAdvisor Display Advertising
VisitSedona.com Features & Calendar of Events Improvements
AOT Canada Integrated Program (Oct - Feb)
Digital

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Facebook Advertising

Facebook Advertising

AZ Key 360

AZ Key 360

AZ Key 360

AZ Key 360

AZ Key 360

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

Summer Digital Campaign (May - Aug)

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Facebook Advertising Facebook Advertising Facebook Advertising Facebook Advertising

Winter Digital Campaign (Nov - Feb)

AZ Key 360

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Optimization

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Search Engine
Marketing (PPC)

Facebook Advertising Facebook Advertising
AZ Key 360

AZ Key 360

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

AOT e-Newsletter
Theme: TBD

Summer Digital Campaign (May - Aug)

In-Market TV Channels
Broadcast &
Out-Of-Home

TV - PHX

TV - PHX

TV - PHX

Airport - PHX

Airport - PHX

Airport - PHX

Billboards - PHX

Billboards - PHX

Billboards - PHX
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FY-17 Program of Work: Marketing (continued)
July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 2017

February 2017

March 2017

April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

Experience Sedona Guide - Production & Distribution (Airports, AAA offices, PHX Concierge)
International Lure Brochures
Content Marketing & Activation Program

Direct Marketing

Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newsletters
Theme: Summer Vac/Family Travel
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Summer Vac/Family Travel

Content Marketing & Activation Program
Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newsletters
Theme: Arts & Culture
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Arts & Culture

Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newsletters
Theme: Itinerary Trips
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Itinerary Trips

Content Marketing & Activation Program

Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newsletters
Theme: Renewal & Wellness
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Renewal & Wellness

Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newslettes
Theme: Outdoor Adventure
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Outdoor Adventure

Sedona Events
Sedona Events
Promotion
Promotion
Monthly Consumer e-Newsletters
Theme: Culinary & Wine
Monthly Concierge e-Newsletters
Theme: Culinary & Wine

Arizona Showcase
PHX Concierge
Presentation
Regional Branding
& Marketing

PHX Concierge
Presentation
Sedona Verde Valley Tourism Council & Marketing Program

FY-17 Program of Work: Visitor Services
July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

Volunteer Training

Customer &
Volunteer
Services

Advocacy

November 2016

Volunteer Training

December 2016

January 2017

Volunteer Training

February 2017

March 2017

Volunteer Training

April 2017

May 2017

Volunteer Training

June 2017

Volunteer Training

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Data Collection

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings
Volunteer
Appreciation Event

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings
National Volunteer
Week Luncheon

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings
National Tourism
Week

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Community
Leadership,
Committees &
General Meetings

Volunteer FAMs & Site Volunteer FAMs & Site Volunteer FAMs & Site Volunteer FAMs & Site
Inspections
Inspections
Inspections
Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution

Collateral
Distribution

Front Line Training

Business
Exposure

October 2016

Front Line Training

Timeshare Taskforce
Committee

Visitor Services
Steering Committee
Meeting

Adopt A Highway

Front Line Training
Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Front Line Training
Volunteer FAMs &
Site Inspections

Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution Collateral Distribution
Visitor Services
Steering Committee
Meeting

Timeshare Taskforce
Committee

Visitor Services
Steering Committee
Meeting

Adopt A Highway

Visitor Services
Steering Committee
Meeting
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FY-17 Program of Work: Sales
July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 2017

February 2017

March 2017

April 2017

Travel Trade e-News

Japanese e-News

May 2017

June 2017

Ongoing Custome Travel Trade FAMs
U.S. Domestic & International Travel Trade Industry Relationship Management
German Speaking Europe - Fulfillment | Travel Trade Industry Sales & Marketing
Ongoing Travel Trade Industry & Japanese Website Enhancements
Travel
Industry Sales

Japanese e-News

Travel Trade e-News

Los Angeles Sales
Mission
(Receptive focus)

Japanese e-News

Las Vegas Sales Mission
(Receptive focus)
10/17-21

Travel Trade e-News

Japanese e-News

ABA Conference
(Domestic focus)
Clevekand, OH
1/14-17

Japan Sales Mission
(Int'l wholesale focus)

Go West Summit
Tradeshow
(Int'l | Receptive focus)
Reno, NV
2/13-16

Travel Trade e-News
US Travel Assn's IPW
Tradeshow
(Int'l focus)
Washington, D.C.
6/3-7

ITB
(Int'l focus)
Berlin, Germany
3/8-12

TAP Dance
(Domestic Focus)
Tucson, AZ
6/10-13

Ongoing Custom Meeting/Incentive/Group FAMs
Ongoing Meetings & Events Website Enhancements
Ongoing DEP Distribution Program
Meetings/Incentive/Groups Marketing & Support
Group
Sales

Meetings/Incentive/Groups Video & Photography
Meeting Planners
e-News

Meeting Planners
e-News

Phoenix Sales Mission

Invitational FAM Tour

Meeting Planners
e-News

Meeting Planners
e-News

Phoenix Sales Mission

Phoenix Sales Mission
MPI Sponsorship

Meeting Planners
e-News
Phoenix Sales Mission

Phoenix Sales Mission

Collinson - Connect
Conference
Grapevine, TX
8/24-28

HSMAI-Meet Conference
Washington DC
9/6-9

IMEX America
Las Vegas, NV
10/17-21

July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 2017

February 2017

March 2017

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Meeting Planners
e-News
Phoenix Sales Mission
Helms Briscoe Annual
Conference
Scottsdale, AZ
May / June TBD

US Travel Assn's IPW
Tradeshow
(Int'l focus)
Washington, D.C.
6/3-7

April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

Smith Travel Research
Reports

PHX Bridal Show
Welcome Bag Program

FY-17 Program of Work: Research

Smith Travel Research
Annual Report
Sedona Visitor Survey

Sedona Visitor Survey

Conversion & ROI Study
- Visitor Guide
Research &
Training

Sedona Visitor Intercept
Survey
PRIZM Database
Analysis
RKMA Travel & Tourism
Market Research
Tour Tracker
Motorcoach Inventory
Report
Governor's Conference
on Tourism

DMAI Annual
Convention

WACVB Tech Summit

Appendix C

FY-17 Program of Work: Public Relations - Short Lead

Themes

Sedona Events

Promotional Outlet

July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 201

February 2017

March 2017

April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

Summer Travel

Summer Travel

Arts & Culture

Arts & Culture

Making Memories in
Sedona

Making Memories in
Sedona

Making Memories in
Sedona

Romance

Outdoor Adventure

Outdoor Adventure

Outdoor Adventure

Summer Travel

Sedona Bike & Brew
Fest, Restaurant Week

Sedona Book & Arts
Fest, Fiesta del Tlaq,
Sedona Winefest

Veteran's Day Tribute

Holiday Central,
Sedona Restaurant
Week

Sedona Winter
MusicFest

Film Festival, Sedona
Marathon Event

Sedona Yoga Fest, St.
Patrick's Day Parade,
Celebration of Spring,
Sedona Mountain Bike
Festival

Great Sedona Chili
Cook-Off, Cinco de
Mayo

Illuminate Film Fest,
Sedona PhotoFest,
Plein Air Legacy Event,
Global Wellness Day

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

Winter, holidays,
scenery, adventure,
travel, vacation,
tradition

Spas, health,
rejuvenation, renewal,
spirituality, resolutions

Wedding, romance,
love, couple activities

Outdoors, hiking,
biking, trails, running,
adventure, Spring
Break

Offroad tours,
archaeology sites,
Native American
exploration/culture

Celebrate tourism

Wellness

Valentine's Day,
President's Day

St. Patrick's Day,
National Pie Day

National Beer Day,
Earth Day

National Bike Month,
Cinco de Mayo,
National Tourism
Day/Week, National
Train Day, National
Wine Day, Memorial
Day

Gay Pride Month,
National Trails Day,
World Environment
Day, International
Yoga Day, Photo
Sharing Competition

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

4th of July Laser Light
Show,
Day of the Cowboy,
Hummingbird Fest

e-Newsletters, Round- e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Up, Social Media,
Website Blog
Website Blog

e-Newsletters, RoundUp, Social Media,
Website Blog

Plein Air Festival, Red
Rocks Oktoberfest,
Sedona Arts Festival,
Dia de los Muertos,
Main St. Paint Out

NatGeo, Geotourism,
sustainability, travel

Arts, culture, wine,
State/National Parks,
points of pride, Sedona beer, restaurants, chef
spotlight
as Hub

Arts, galleries, Plein
Air, art fest, painting

Winter, holidays,
scenery, adventure,
travel, vacation,
tradition

Social Media Ideas

4th of July, National
Ice Cream Day,
Summer Treats and
cold beverages,
swimming holes

Back to School,
National Parks Free
Admission Day, Tour
Spotlight, Verde Valley
travel

Self-Improvement
Month, Labor Day,
Gallery Spotlight

National Vegetarian
Month, Oktoberfest,
National Golf Day,
Halloween

Thanksgiving, Native
American Heritage
Month, All Saints Day,
Veterans Day, Take a
Hike Day, Small
Business Saturday,
Black Friday, Cyber
Monday

Christmas, New Year's
Eve

New Year's Day, MLK
Day, 7 Natural/ManMade Wonder

Social Media Outlets

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Google +,
Pinterest, YouTube,
Periscope

Arizona Media
Marketplace with AOT

Chicago Media Events
with Phoenix CVB

LA Media Marketplace
with PR Round Table

San Francisco Media
Events with Phoenix
CVB

Chicago Marketplace,
WACVB

Key Words/ Phrases

Media Events
(Sedona Chamber)

Vancouver Media
Marketplace with AOT

Open Studios

IPW

FY-17 Program of Work: Public Relations - Long Lead
July 2016

August 2016

September 2016

October 2016

November 2016

December 2016

January 201

February 2017

March 2017

April 2017

May 2017

June 2017

Themes

Arts & Culture

Making Memories in
Sedona

Making Memories in
Sedona

Making Memories in
Sedona

Romance

Outdoor Adventure

Outdoor Adventure

Outdoor Adventure

Summer Travel

Summer Travel

Summer Travel

Arts & Culture

Story Ideas

Creating your own Art
in Sedona

Shopping, Collectors,
Galleries

Holiday Experiences,
New Traditions

Girlfriend Getaways,
spirituality, wellness,
renewal

Luxury Romance,
Couple Experiences

Outdoor Spiritual
Adventures

Golf, Mountain Biking

Secret Watering Holes
in the Verde Valley

Cowboy Experience

Wildlife, Geotourism

Astronomy, Stargazing

Native American Ruins,
culture and healing

Target Markets

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

AZ, CA, FL, NY, IL TX,
Europe, Canada,
Australia, Japan

Targeted Niche
Publications

Real Simple, Redbook,
Elle, Cosmopolitan,
New York, The Atlantic,
Martha Stewart Living,
InStyle, Elle, Marie
Sunset, Country Living, Marie Claire, Glamour,
InStyle, Sunset, Allure,
Claire, Sunset, New
Vogue, Harper's
Yoga Journal,
Better Homes &
Yorker, AFAR, Conde
StyleWatch, Parade,
Bazaar, W, JWM, AFAR,
Gardens, Hemispheres, Spirituality & Health,
Nast Traveler, Budget
Reader's Digest,
Departures, Luxury
Four Season, Elite
Sky, Spirit, American
Travel
Woman's Day
Travel
Traveler
Way, enRoute

Backpacker, Golf
Conde Nast Traveler,
Digest, Men's Journal, NatGeo, Red Bulletin,
Passport, Travel 50 &
Travel + Leisure, AFAR,
Men's Health, Golf,
Beyond, Wild West
Outside, Bike, Outdoor
Departures
Vacations
Life

NatGeo, Outdoor Life,
Climbing, Women's
Adventure, Birds &
Blooms

AAA, Town & Country,
Budget Travel, Travel
Weekly, AARP

Sunset, Smithsonian,
NatGeo Traveler,
Endless Vacations,
Natural Awakenings

Backpacker, Yoga
Journal, Health,
Women's Health,
Competitor, Shape,
Weight Watchers,
Outside

